A regionally contracted multireference configuration interaction method: general theory and results of an incremental version.
This work proposes to take benefit of the localizability of both occupied and virtual inactive molecular orbitals (MOs) in the context of complete active space singles and doubles configuration interaction (CAS-SDCI). The doubly occupied MOs are partitioned into blocks, or regions, corresponding to a subset of adjacent bonds and lone pairs. The localized virtual MOs are attributed to these regions from a spatial criterion. Then a series of limited post-CAS-CI calculations is performed, using the same reference space, one for each block, and then one per pair of blocks. From these independent CI calculations contracted external functions are defined for each block or for each pair of blocks, and for each state. A general multistate formalism is proposed, the CI matrix being expressed in the space defined by the CAS and the contracted functions. Preliminary numerical studies, resting on the evaluation of single-block and two-block contributions to the dynamical correlation energy of each state, are presented. Provided that size-consistency corrections are taken into account the results of the procedure are shown to be in excellent agreement with those of the nonpartitioned post-CAS-CI. The computational benefits of this evidently parallelizable procedure are underlined.